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Background

Chemring Technology Solutions has offered solutions for High Frequency (HF) spectrum monitoring, 
Direction Finding (DF) and adaptive beamforming for 30 years.  In the 1990s, we pioneered the 
implementation of super-resolution techniques in practical systems. 

Today, we are established as a world leader in Super-resolution Direction Finding (SRDF) and Adaptive 
Digital Beamforming (ADBF).
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Capability Overview

LOCATE is a suite of integrated products for 
spectrum monitoring, direction finding, adaptive 
beamforming and geolocation of High Frequency 
(HF) signals. 

The product range includes antennas, receivers 
and processing software which can be combined 
to create a system designed for your specific 
application.

APPLICATIONS

• Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) and geolocation

• Detection, interception and collection of  
Signals of Interest (SOIs)

• Monitoring of interference

• Estimation of spectrum occupancy

• Tasking of array systems for radio Direction Finding (DF) 
and beamforming

• Spectrum policing

• Enhanced signal reception to increase link availability

• Research into High Frequency (HF) propagation to 
enhance ionosphere models

LOCATE components are in operational use at 
numerous sites around the world and include both 
new installations and mid-life upgrades to existing 
installations. For example, the AX-19 ‘Pusher’ HFDF 
system can be enhanced by adding the latest 
Super-Resolution Direction Finding (SRDF) and 
Adaptive Digital Beamforming (ADBF) technology.
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Complete HF System Solutions

We provide a complete system design and installation service to fulfil your 
requirements within the SIGINT and strategic radio-monitoring arena. 

This can include requirements capture, site survey, installation, as well as training and support. Where existing antenna 
arrays are still functional we can provide LOCATE products to upgrade the signal processing to bring the whole system 
up to date.

REQUIREMENTS CAPTURE AND SITE SURVEY

Our experienced HF design engineers can assist 
in establishing your system design requirements 
and analyse them for coherency, consistency and 
completeness. Drawing on extensive experience within 
the fields of HF, signal monitoring and intercept, direction 
finding, and geolocation, a cost-effective LOCATE system 
can be designed to achieve your objectives.

In conjunction with the system design, the site location 
should be considered as performance is dependent 
on the array layout and its surroundings. Site surveys 
are offered to evaluate and advise on the best antenna 
configuration, as well as the design and positioning of the 
support infrastructure.

MANUFACTURE AND INSTALLATION

In addition to delivering LOCATE products, we can 
procure the necessary off-the-shelf equipment and 
integrate them into a complete system. System testing, 
both verification and validation, is accomplished prior 
to delivery to the customer site. After installation is 
complete, further acceptance testing is typically provided 
to ensure customer satisfaction.
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TRAINING AND SUPPORT

LOCATE training courses can be tailored to meet individual 
needs in terms of the depth of detail covered, number of 
attendees, duration, and location. A typical course would 
address:

• Intercept and monitoring techniques

• Super-Resolution Direction Finding (SRDF) and 
Adaptive Digital Beamforming (ADBF) principles

• Understanding the system architecture

• Operation of the sensor, Direction Finding (DF) and 
geolocation subsystems

• Data signals analysis and decoding

• Maintenance and fault-finding

We can also provide long term maintenance support for all  
LOCATE systems.

Sarsen Antenna Array
(N-Channel)

Antenna Control Unit (ACU)

Digital Receiver (DWR16)Multichannel Digital 
Receiver (MCD-WR16)

Data Server

Geolocation 
Manager

Wideband 
Monitor

SRDF &
E-Copy

GPS Receiver
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HF MONITORING

LOCATE provides a combination of wideband and 
narrowband data to deliver a comprehensive HF monitoring 
package. The wideband data provides a valuable snapshot 
of the full HF spectrum so that energy can be detected. 
The streaming narrowband data is used to receive individual 
frequency channels which can be demodulated and analysed. 
Monitoring of the spectrum, frequency selection and control 
are all easily managed by a Windows® graphical interface.

SUPER-RESOLUTION DIRECTION FINDING (SRDF)

LOCATE employs advanced SRDF techniques to enable the 
simultaneous estimation of directions of arrival for co-channel 
signals. Additional operational advantages of SRDF include:

• An order of magnitude increase in spatial resolution

• Increased Direction Finding (DF) accuracy

• Simultaneous azimuth and elevation DF

• Operation with short duration signals

• No requirement for a particular array geometry

SRDF

Conventional DF systems can only estimate the direction 
of arrival of a single signal within a given frequency band. 
Super-resolution provides the ability to resolve two or 
more signals whose angular separation is less than the 
natural beamwidth of the array.

Locate Technology
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ADAPTIVE DIGITAL BEAMFORMING (ADBF)

The capabilities of LOCATE are further enhanced by 
the inclusion of ADBF. The enhanced output from ADBF 
(E-Copy) allows a Signal of Interest (SOI) to be detected 
and demodulated regardless of the presence of other signals. 
Advantages of ADBF over single antenna reception include:

• For an N antenna array, a signal to noise improvement  
of up to 10log(N) dB

• Signal to interference improvement of up to 40 dB,  
when in the presence of strong interference

• Discrimination between signal propagation via 
groundwave and multiple skywave modes

GEOLOCATION

The geographical position of a transmitter can be determined 
by LOCATE using both single or multiple arrays. For a single 
array system the location is estimated using DF results in  
conjunction with measurements or modelling of the 
ionosphere. More accurate position fixes can be achieved using 
triangulation techniques on DF results from multiple arrays. 

LOCATE systems can be networked using TCP/IP, and DF data 
is managed and a position calculated with the Geolocation 
Manager software. If required, the DF data from non-LOCATE 
sites can also be incorporated into the position solution.

ADBF

ADBF improves upon conventional beamforming by 
simultaneously directing a beam at the SOI whilst 
forming nulls in the array pattern to suppress multiple 
co-channel interferers.
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LOCATE is a suite of integrated products which can be utilised to deploy a 
complete HF monitoring and SIGINT system, or used individually to replace 
elements within an existing system.

DWR16 DIGITAL  
WIDEBAND RECEIVER

The DWR16 offers simultaneous 
monitoring of four HF channels 
and periodic snapshots of the full 
HF spectrum. The narrowband 
configuration has four 32kHz channels; 
the wideband configuration has a 
single 2MHz channel with  
narrowband channels derived in 
software. The same DWR16 device 
can operate in either narrowband or 
wideband configurations.

ANTENNA CONTROL UNIT 
(ACU)

The ACU provides configuration 
and calibration of an antenna array. 
The polarisation of up to nine Sarsen 
antennas can be controlled by a single 
ACU, and a built-in continuous wave 
source is available for calibration 
and to transmit a test tone to check 
the integrity of the equipment 
in the receive chain. The ACU is 
fully controlled using TCP/IP over 
Ethernet and multiple units can be 
interconnected for larger systems.

SARSEN – CROSSED  
LOOP ANTENNA

A broadband, omni-directional 
antenna designed for reception of 
HF signals between 1-30MHz. The 
robust, self-supporting design consists 
of a combined monopole with 
crossed loops which provide excellent 
coverage over the entire upper 
hemisphere. This passive antenna offers 
simultaneous reception of vertical, 
right-handed and left-handed circular 
polarisations, and has integral matching 
transformers to permit direct 
connection to 50Ω systems.

System Components
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SIGNALS MONITORING 
APPLICATION (SMA)

The SMA is the principal operator/
sensor interface for the manual search 
and HF survey/DF tip-off modes, 
specifically designed for use by skilled 
and semi-skilled operators alike.

The Graphical User Interface layout is 
operator-defined in real-time, allowing 
the operator to configure the system 
as appropriate for specific missions, 
and to suit his particular skillset. 

DIVA WIDEBAND STARE

Using advanced proprietary 
techniques, the DiVA Wideband Stare 
application permits the LOCATE 
operator to enter thousands of 
prioritised Frequencies of Interest 
(FOIs) throughout the full HF band. 
Upon detection of activity on a 
specific FOI, DiVA Wideband Stare will 
instantaneously log, record, and tip the 
detected activity to compute real-time 
Super-Resolution Direction Finding 
(SRDF) solutions.

Remaining fully operational when 
‘operator not present’, DiVA Wideband 
Stare renders legacy narrowband fast-
scanning techniques obsolete.

MCDWR16 DIGITAL 
WIDEBAND RECEIVER

The MCDWR16 offers multichannel 
monitoring and combines a maximum 
of nine DWR16 receivers into a 
convenient 2U package. The receivers 
can be configured to provide up to 
36 simultaneous, independently tuned, 
narrowband frequency channels. 
Alternatively, Direction Finding (DF) 
is supported over a maximum of four 
simultaneous frequency channels. Two 
MCDWR16 units can be connected 
together for larger systems.
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System Components
DATA SIGNALS ANALYSIS & DECODING (DSAD)

Many customer and user communities require DSAD 
toolsets (whether COTS or developed ‘in-house’) to suit 
their particular needs, or may need assistance to determine 
the best DSAD package for their LOCATE system solution.

The LOCATE team work with the customer to define, 
develop and determine the customer’s preferred DSAD 
package for integration into their specific HF SIGINT system 
deliverable. Our team include Operations Specialists to assist 
the customer and end-user communities in determining their 
preferred DSAD solution, and to deliver training packages as 
required.

SRDF & E-COPY SOFTWARE

SRDF & E-Copy server software interfaces with the 
MCDWR16 receivers to control their operation in an 
adaptive array system. Using the MUSIC super-resolution DF 
algorithm, the software processes the coherent receiver data 
to estimate the directions of multiple co-channel signals. 

Adaptive Digital Beamforming (ADBF) is included as an 
option with the SRDF software. N-Channel digital processing 
is used to separate out co-channel signals so that they can be 
individually demodulated and monitored. 

Up to four different digital beamformer algorithms are 
available for enhanced signal reception: conventional beam, 
beam with nulls, beam with power minimisation, and a higher 
order statistics method for signal separation. 

LOCATE
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSGEOLOCATION MANAGER SOFTWARE

The Geolocation Manager software for Windows® PCs 
provides command and control of the LOCATE system. 
Comprehensive world mapping is provided using the 
industry standard ESRI ArcGIS libraries.

Multiple Direction Finding sites are networked using 
Geolocation Manager so that signal bearings estimated at 
the different sites can be overlaid on the map. Triangulation 
techniques are implemented so that signal Position Fixing 
(PF) is achieved. To help match up signals from the different 
sites, correlation methods are available to compare the 
recorded E-Copy data, thus ensuring a correct PF.

Parameter Value

Frequency Range 5kHz – 30MHz

Intercept Stare Bandwidth 30MHz

Max Instantaneous Bandwidth 2MHz

Max Demodulation Bandwidth 32kHz

DF Accuracy (system and site dependent) <1° RMS

Max Number of Simultaneous DF Signals 
* For an N antenna array

N-1*

Max Number of Simultaneous  
ADBF Beams

6

ADBF SINR Improvement 40dB typical

Demodulation Modes CW, AM, USB, 
LSB, ISB, FM
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